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1. Introduction 
In [5], [3] we have developed a unified Type 2 theory of computability and 
continuity and a theory of representations. In a third paper [6] representations 
useful for a new kind of constructive analysis were presented. As an application 
of these concepts we shall now consider constructive compactness. We introduce 
'reasonable' representations of closed and compact sets and prove two different 
versions of the Heine-Borel theorem. Theorems concerning functions continuous 
on compact sets are investigated relative to constructivity properties and it is 
shown that usually topological properties (i.e., discontinuity) are the true reasons 
for nonconstructivity. 
2. Representation of closed and compact sets 
In [6] we have introduced several admissible representations of the open 
subsets of R. Since a set A~R is closed if and only if R L4 is open, 
representations of the closed sets can immediately be derived. 
1. Definition (cf. [6, Definitions 3.1, 3.4, 3.6]). Define representations c~, trc, tt 
of the closed subsets of I~ by 
(1) a~(p)" -- n { ~ ~rk [ k • ~p} for every p • U:, 
(2) p•dom(a(c)  "¢=> Mp={kllknA=/=O } for some closed A ~_ R, 
c c(p)- = NU (l<J,.> I (J, n) • I~p). 
n j 
et" = tr n tec (i.e., the standard infimum of tr and C~c). (3) 
Representations c~<, tr> and tre of the closed nonempty subsets of 
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defined by 
(4) dom(cr<)" = (p ~0: [ (3A ~_R,A 4:0) (Vq edom(p)) 
x d(p(q), A )= p<~op(q)}, 
cr<(p)" = {x eR I (Vq ep- l{x})p<(pp(q)=O},  
(5), (6) or> and ere are defined similar to or< using p> resp. p instead of p<. 
In Bishop's [2] constructive analysis a set A ___ R for which dA (i.e., the distance 
function x---> d(x, A)) 'exists' is called 'located'. Since every ere-name of a closed 
set A is also a name for the distance function d.4, in our theory locatedness 
corresponds to the representation ere. 
The following Lemma shows that representations of closed sets have essentially 
the same properties as the corresponding representations of open sets. 
2. Lemma. Let M be a family of subsets of a set N and 6 be an admissible 
representation of (M, ~). Define 
6~:~: - - 'MC '={Xc_NIN\XeM} by 6~(p) '=N\6(p) .  
Then 6 ~ is an admissible representation of (M c, 1 -~) where 
" rc '={Oc lOe ' r}  and O =(XcM¢IN\XeO }. 
Proof. Since 6 =t 6v <::> 6c ~-t 6~ assume 6 = 6v where U is a numbering of some 
basis of ~:. Define U¢(i) : - (U(i))L Then U c is a numbering of some basis of z "c 
and the corresponding representation 6tjc satisfies: 
X= 6t~,(p) ¢:~ ~p = {i l X e U~(i)} = {i l N \X  e U(i)} 
¢~ N\X  = 6u(p) = 6(p) for every X e M c. 
Therefore 6 ~= 6uc is admissible. [] 
3. Corollary (cf. [6, Theorems 3.2, 3.5). (1) Let U~" = {Y ~_ R [ Y is closed and 
Kj fq Y = 0} where Kj = L_J { in I N ~ Dj} and let ~ be the topology induced by the 
basis { U~ ] i e t~}. Then ~ is the final topology of ol and tr is admissible. 
(2) Let V~'= {Y~_RIy is closed and (VkeDj) lknY~O}. Then o:c is 
admissible and its final topology ~c is induced by the basis { V~ I J e ~ }. 
(3) a is admissible and {U~n V~ [ (i, j) ~}  is a basis of the final topology of 
ft. 
(4) cr and olc are incomparable w.r.t. <~t. 
Furthermore o: is essentially equivalent to oc<, oc¢ is essentially equivalent to re> 
and tt is essentially equivalent to me (cf. [6, Theorem 3.7]). 
As we know, a subserar( ~ R is compact if it is closed and bounded. Therefore 
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the restrictions of te, tec, tt (resp. te<, te>, tee) to the bounded subsets of ~ yield 
canonical representations te', te~, qx' (te~, te~, te~) of the set K(R) of all the 
compact subsets of R (resp. of K(R)\{0}). Unfortunately these representations 
do not contain enough finitely accessible information about compact sets. For 
example it is not possible to obtain a p-name of the supremum of an nonempty 
compact set continuously from its name w.r.t tee' (te<,' te>,' te', te~,' ~t'). 
4. Lemma. The operator sup: K(~)\{0} ~ ~ is not (te'e, p> )-continuous. 
Proof. Assume there 
whenever p e dom(te~). 
continuity of z there 
q ~ [ptn]] N dom(r) .  
On the other hand 
VD(O) < sup te~(q). 
contradiction. [] 
is some continuous F:U:---~: with sup te'e(p)=p>F(p) 
Choose p e dom(te~) with VD(0)/> sup te~(p). Then by 
is some n e ~ such that 1 e ~r(q) holds for every 
for every n there is some q e [ptnl]Ndom(te~) with 
Because of 1 E ~/Dr(q)(::)p>F(q) <- VD(0 ) there is a 
An immediate consequence is that sup is not continuous w.r.t (te'e, P), 
(te~, p>), (te~, p>) etc. Similar it can be shown that sup is not (te~, p<)- 
continuous. However the following holds. 
5. Theorem. There are computable functions X, A, F: F---~ ~ such that 
p<X(p) = sup te<(p) 
p>F ( i, j ) = sup te<(p ) 
pA(i,  p ) = sup tee(p) 
if te>(p) is bounded above, 
if i is an upper bound of te<(p), 
if i is an upper bound of tee(P). 
A similar result holds for the infimum of compact sets. 
Proof. Since te> is essentially equivalent to tec there is some computable f2: U:--, U: 
with ~a(p) = { (j, n) I I<j,n> fq te>(p) :/: 0}. Therefore VD(j) -- 2 -n < sup te>(p) ¢:> 
(j, n) e ~a(p) holds whenever sup te>(p) exists. Now it is easy to construct some 
computable Z with ~z(p) = {i1VD(i ) <sup te>(p)} (i.e., p<Z(p)  =sup te>(p)) 
whenever te>(p) is bounded above. 
Now let p e dom te< and i e ~ be an upper bound of te<(p). Then VD(j)> 
sup te<(p)C~(VD(]) > i or [VD(]); i] ~_ R\te<(p)). Since there is some computable 
A:U:---~U: with ~\ te<(p)=U {/j [j eMA(p)} and [VD(j);i] satisfies the Heine- 
Borel property, there is some computable F:U:---~H: with Mr<i,~> = {]]VD(])> 
sup te<(p)} (i.e., sup te<(p)=p>F( i ,p ) )  whenever i is an upper bound of 
te<(p). 
The existence of A follows immediately from tee e Infc{te<, te>}. [] 
As we have seen, for determining continuously the supremum of a compact set 
it is not sufficient to know the fact that it is bounded but information about an 
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explicit bound is necessary (cf. Bishop's [2] concept of constructive compactness). 
By tupling functions (,)" [~ x U:---> 0: this information can be inserted into name of 
a compact set. 
6. Definition. Define a representation orb: B=--~ K(R) by 
( i ,p )edomtr  b :<==> pedoma~andtr (p )~_[ - i ; i ] ,  • 
tr b (i, p ) : = or(p) whenever (i, p ) ~ dom a~ b. 
b 0:b<, a~b> and a~ bare defined correspondingly. Representations a~c, c~ b, 
Clearly sup is (a~b<, p>) and (a~ b, p) computable. 
Another method to characterize compact subsets of R is to describe them by 
their Heine-Borel property. This will lead us to (at least) two different 
representations. Let 
Cp'= {/ j [ j~p} and 
Cp,,," = {Ij l (=li eD,,)p(i)=j + 1}. 
Let us say "~ e [~:---~ ] proves compactness of S _ R" iff [(S _ I._.J Cp ¢:> 
p e dom f2) and (S ~_ U Cp ~ S ~_ L.J Cp,a(p))] holds for every p e fl:. 
It is easy to see, that for every compact set S e R there is some £2 e [I:---> ~] 
proving its compactness. Therefore compact sets in ~ can be represented in the 
following way. 
7. Definition. The weak Heine-Borel representation Xw" ~:--> K(R) is defined by 
p E dom(xw) "¢:> ;tp proves compactness of some S _c R. 
Xw(p) "= the unique set S whose compactness is proved by Xp 
(i.e. S = A {I._J Cp, xAq) I q e dom Xp }). 
From real analysis we know, that a set S ~_ R satisfies the Heine-Borel 
property if and only if it is closed and bounded. In our theory we can describe a 
constructive version of this theorem by a simple equivalence of representations. 
8. Theorem (Weak Heine-Borel Theorem). a~ b~-c rw. 
Proof. Let (i, p ~ e dom teb. Then tr b (i, p ~ - [ - i ;  i]\l._J {/j [j e ~p } and [ - i ;  i] is 
compact in R. Therefore 
t rb( i ,p~_UC¢ ¢¢, (3n)[-i;i]~_UCp,,,LJUCq.,, 
and 
[-i; i] ~_ U Cp.n LJU Cq.,,~ otb(i, p) ~_ U Cq,,,. 
Since [-i;i]~_UCp.,,LJUCq.,, is decidable in ( i ,n ,p ,q)  there is some 
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computable Z": IF ~ IF with 
O:b(i,p}=rw(~{i,p)) for every ( i ,p )edoma~ b.
Conversely for p e dom rw, rw(p) ~_ U Cid holds (where id(n) = n) and because 
U Cid,, ~_ [--i; i] is decidable, there is some computable A:IF---~t~ with rw(p)~_ 
[ -A(p) ;  A(p)] if p ~ dom rw. Furthermore 
rw(p) = R \U  {/j [ ~ N rw(p) = O} 
and 
~nrw(p)=0 ¢:> (3qedomxp)IjOUCq,xp(q)=O. 
Using the projection-theorem (see [5]) one can construct some computable 
F'IF-~IF with ~r(p)=(jl~fqr~(p)=O} and hence rw(p)=~F(p). Therefore 
Kw~cCt'b. [] 
Because of Theorem 8 sup is not (xw, p)-continuous. Therefore Xw is called the 
weak Heine-Borel representation f K(R). As we already know, the names w.r.t 
a b contain more finitely accessible information about compact sets than that w.r.t. 
a~ b. It can be shown that this information corresponds with Bishop's [2] notion 
'totally bounded', since from a name p for any covering Cq of ab(p) a finite 
minimal subcovering Cq,n can be obtained (where 'minimal' means: Cq,, contains 
no superfluous elements/j with/j  fq C~be(p) =0). 
This leads to a strong Heine-Borel representation f K(•). 
9. Definition. Define r :  IF-~ K(R) by 
dom x" = {p e dom Xw ] (Vq e dom Xp) Cq,xp(q) is minimal 
covering of rw(p) }, 
x(p)" = rw(p) whenever p e dom x. 
The strong version of the Heine-Borel theorem (also expressing Bishop's 
version: "A set S ~_ R is compact- - i .e . ,  totally bounded and complete-- i f  it is 
closed, bounded and located") can also be formulated by a simple equivalence. 
10. Theorem (Strong Heine-Borel Theorem). x =c a b. 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 8. 
3. Functions continuous on compact sets 
Because of admissibility of the representation p : IF---~ • continuous functions on 
R can be described by weak (p, p)-continuity (cf. [6, Theorem 2.3], [3, Theorem 
23]). Furthermore from topology it is well known, that continuous real functions 
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have G~-subsets of R as natural domains, i.e., every continuous function can be 
extended to a continuous function having a G6-set as domain. It turns out that 
these 'natural' continuous functions are exactly the (p, p)-continuous ones. 
11. Theorem. A function f" R--+ R is (p, p)-continuous iff f is topologically 
continuous and dom(f) is a G~-subset of R. 
Proof. By [3, Theorem 23] we only have to show 
f (p, p)-contintmus ~ dom0 c) is a G~-set. 
Our proof uses the construction of continuous functions in [U:---> 0:] (see [5]). 
Let f be (p, p)-continuous, i.e., there is some y: W(~)---> W(~J) such that 
fp(p) = Pg(P) whenever p • dom(9) and 
p(p) • dom(f) ¢:>p dom(9) fq dom(p), 
where 9 (P )= sup(Y[Ptil]li e N} (if sup{.--} exists). 
Now let S = {i • N I [vN(i)] n dom(p) :~} and for i •S  define 
Ui: = (vD(j) -- 2(k+1); vo(j) + 2 -(k+')) 
where k = lg(v•(i)) and j = vN(i)(k) (note that p[vN(i)] = [vD(j) -- 2-k; VD(j) + 
2-k]). Let 
(9 , := [,_.J {U/l i  •S  and (Vj •S)(Ui  = Uj::>lg(Tv~(j))>~n)}. 
Then by continuity of p and since p-~{x} is compact for every x • R one can 
show that dom(f) = A,, (9, is a Ga-subset of ~. [] 
By [3, Definition 4], p induces a canonical representation [p---> p] of all the 
(p, p)-continuous functions. Because of Theorem 11 the set represented by 
[p----> p] is the set of all the continuous real functions having a G~-set as domain. 
In the following investigation of continuous real functions defined on compact 
sets we shall use shortly/3 instead of [p---> p]. 
It is well known in real analysis, that the continuous image of a compact set is 
compact again. In our theory this property is shown to be effective. 
12. Theorem. There is some computable F'[F--+~ such that ~(p)(r(q))= 
r_r(p, q ) holds whenever r(q) c_ dom(/3(p)). 
Proof. Since p--c 6, by [3, Theorem 25] there is some computable ~: e [~:---> ~:] 
such that for p • dom/5, r • 0:, 
(tS)-~U C~ = U Cz<p,,> f3 dom(~(p)) 
and for every j
(~(p))-llro)_l =l,_J {Ik 1(30 27(p, r) {j, i) = k + 1}. 
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Now assume r(q) ~_ dom(/5(p)) and ~(p)(r(q)) ~_ [.3 Cr. Then r(q) ~_ [_J C~<p,,>. 
Hence Z(p ,  r) ~ domOfq) and C~,(p,r),xq~(p,r) is a minimal covering of r(q). 
There is some computable F" fl=--> F such that 
Dxr<,,q>(r ) = ( j  l (3i)(j, i) ~ Dxqz(p,r) }. 
Then Cr, xr(p,q)(r) is a minimal subcovering of ~(p)(r(q)). 
Furthermore r E dom(Xr<p,q> ) iff P(P)(X(q)) ~- [.3 Cr 
rr(p, q). [] 
and therefore 
Theorem 12 also holds for the weak Heine-Borel representation rw. Effective 
versions of two theorems of real analysis are an immediate consequence. 
13. Corollary. (A function continuous on a compact set S is bounded on 
S.) There is some computable A. F---~ ~ such that 
p(p) is bounded on Xw(q) by A(p, q) 
whenever rw(p ) ~_ dom(/3(p) ).
14. Coroihu~. (A function f continuous on a compact set S assumes the values 
supf(S) and inff(S).)  There are computable operators ~, g2 : F--~ F such that 
pZ(p, q) =sup~(p)(r(q))  and pg2(p, q) =inf~(p)(r(q))  
whenever x(q) ~_ dom(/3(p)). 
Since sup and inf are not (rw, p)-continuous, Corollary 14 only holds for the 
strong Heine-Borel representation. Furthermore there is no continuous way to 
obtain a point x where a continuous function f assumes its supremum on a 
compact set S even not for fixed S and a fixed x-name of S. 
15. Theorem. There is no continuous F: F--., ~: such that for every p e dom(~), 
~(p) assumes its supremum on [ -1;  1] at pF(p) whenever [ -1 ;  1] c_ dom(jf(p)). 
Proof. Define f,, g, : • ---> R by f,(x) : = x .  2-" and g,(x) : = -x .  2-". Then (f,) 
and (g,) are convergent sequences of continuous functions and limf, = limg,. 
Furthermore f, assumes its supremum on [ -1;  1] at x = 1 and g, assumes its 
supremum on [ -  1; 1] at x = - 1. See Fig. 1. 
Now assume ~(p) (pr (p) )=sup{~(p) (x) Ix  ~[-1 ;  1]} whenever [-1; 1]_  
dom(t3(p)) for some F:U:---~F. Using the definition of/5 (resp. p [6] and ~ [5]) 
one can easily construct wo convergent sequences (Pn) and (q,) in F such that 
P(P, )=fn,  /3(q,).=g, and l imp, = l imq, .  Since for every n, pF(p, )= 1 and 
pF(qn) = -1, F cannot be continuous. [] 
A continuous function f defined on a compact set S is uniformly continuous, 
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gO(x) ~-x  • fo(x) = x 
g l (X~~ I /~X/2  2
• 1 
Fig. 1. 
i.e., there exists a function m : ~---> ~ such that 
Ix -y l~<2 -'n(') ::> I f(x)-f(y)[<-2 -" 
holds for every x ~ S, y e dom(f) and n e N. m is called a modulus of continuity 
for f on S. The next theorem shows, that from a/3-name o f f  and a r-name for S 
a modulus of continuity for f on S can be computed. 
16. Theorem. There is some computable F: ~---~ U: such that F(p, q) is a modulus 
of continuity for/3(p) on r,(q) whenever q e dom(r , ) ,  p E dom(/3) and rw(q) ~_ 
dom(/3(p)). 
Proof. Let S and U/be defined as in the proof of Theorem 11. Then for every 
p E dom(/3), n e ~ we have dom(/3(p)) c_ O,,p, where 
= U {u / l ies  ^ (VjeS)(Ui=Uj~lg(v~p(i))>~n}. 
Since S is recursive and U/ -  It(i) for some recursive r there is some computable 
A: 0:---~ 0: such that 
O-+l,p =U {/J I ]e  ~a<,,p>} =U cA<,,p> for every p e dom(/3). 
Now let q e dom(rw), p e dom(/3) such that r,(q)~_ dom(/3(p)). Then r,(q)~_ 
U C,~<,,p> and therefore r , (q )~_U CA(n,p),zqA(n,p ). There is some computable 
F:  0:-..~ 0: such that 
r (p ,  q)(n)" = max(k I (3i) (3] E >) (i, k)  + 1 = A(n, p)(j)}. 
F has the desired properties. [] 
From real analysis we know, that a function f defined on an interval [a; b] with 
f(a) ~f(b)  assumes every value between f(a) and f(b). A constructive version of 
this fact cannot hold in general. A counterexample is given in the following 
theorem. 
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17. Theorem. There is no continuous F: ~:---~ : such that for every p ~ dom(tS), 
~(p) vanishes at oF(p) ~ [ -2 ;  2] whenever [ -2;  2] ~_ dom05(p)) and tS(p)(-2) < 
0 < tS(p)(2). 
Proof (cf. Aberth [1, § 7.4]). Define functions f,,  g," R --> R by 
f,(x) • = min{x + 1, min{x - 1, 2-"}} 
and 
g,(x) : = min{x + 1, max{x-1 , -2 - "}} .  
Then (f,) and (g,) are convergent sequences of continuous functions with 
lim f, = lim g,,. Furthermore f , ( -2 )  = g , ( -2 )  = 1, f,,(2) = g,(2) + 1, but f , ( -  1) = 0 
and g,,(1) = 0. See Fig. 2. 
Therefore F cannot exist. (Use arguments imilar to that of Theorem 15 for 
formalization.) [] 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 17 is, that the intermediate value 
theorem and the mean-value theorems for derivates and integrals cannot be 
formulated effectively. However there are restricted versions including functions 
that are constant on an interval [c; d] ~ [a; b]. See Aberth [1] for further 
information. 
4. Conclusion 
In this contribution we have investigated representations of compact sets and 
'classical' theorems concerning compactness relative to the constructivity. It 
turned out that at least two different characterizations of compact sets can be 
given corresponding to the finitely accessible information contained in the 
representation. Furthermore an interesting observation can be made: whenever 
an effective version of~'a mathematical theorem does not hold, this is so for 
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topological reasons (discontinuity) independently of Church's thesis and if 
something is continuous then it is even easily computable. The fundamental role 
of topology in constructive analysis has already been pointed out by Nerode [4] 
and others. Seemingly there is except for artificial combinatorial 
counterexamples no natural correspondence which is continuously effective but 
not computable w.r.t, the (effective) standard-representations. 
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